
































SPECIAL 2020 BONUS SECTION

One of the biggest access points to small press in the bad ol'

pre-internet days were "reviewzines," small magazines

devoted to talking about small press comics. Jim Pack's The

Comicist was the first one I 'd ever seen, and the first issue I

read (#1 2, at right) I practical ly memorized. I t was incredibly

professional and a real eye-opener as to how big small press

was then. Only a few issues later, I did the cover for #1 9

circa around the time Amoeba Adventures #6 came out.

Sadly, J im Pack passed away just this January at age 68. I 'l l

always be grateful for the worlds he introduced me to.



Another great "reviewzine" was

Ian Shires' highly individual and

fun Self-Publisher! , which lasted

for years and years in various

incarnations. I did a back cover

for SP! Vol 3, #5 at the end of

1 991 .



One of the first advertisements I ever tried to do, published in various places.



Crazily detai led (fittingly) "map" of "Details of Design," the longest story arc I 'd tried yet in

Amoeba Adventures at five issues. I also cut back AA in size to just 1 6 pages for a few issues

starting with this issue, which made everything seem less daunting (I was attempting to balance

a college education, social l ife and part-time job at the time).

Unfortunately that didn't last - my weakness for going big peaked with Amoeba Adventures #1 2

being a ridiculous 80 pages!



More random notes and

title ideas at right.

Above, I thought about

doing an il lustration

mural that would run

across the back covers

of Amoeba Adventures

during "Details of

Design," kind of

parodying the super-hot

comic of 1 991 , Marvel 's

X-Men relaunch. I wisely

decided against this.




